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F o r th c o m in g e v e n ts

All w e lc o m e :

Saturday September 8th
Woebley, HR4 8TE

2.30pm Final winter preparations, Throne Farm,

Thursday September 27th 7.30pm East LAN, Beekeepers Questions, Stoke
Lacy Village Hall, HR7 4HG.
Saturday October 13th all day HBKA Honey Show, Hellens Manor, Much
Marcle, HR8 2LY
Tuesday October 30th, 7.30pm Three Counties Hotel, Lynne Ingram on “The
life of drones”.
One of the best ways of improving your presentation
skills is to enter the Honey Show so why not have a go
this year? We don’t expect entries up to the standard of
this wax model at Apimondia last year! For the
schedule see
www.herefordshirebeekeepers.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/HBKA-ANNUAL-HONEYSHOW-SCHEDULE-2018.pdf

October Evening Meeting: Date Change
Our speaker Lynne Ingram has had to
change the date of her presentation which
will now be at 7.30pm on October 30th at the
Three Counties Hotel, Hereford.
Most of my colonies have now kicked out their
drones, so presumably they are happy that their
queen will take them through winter.

www.herefordshirebeekeepers.org.uk
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Asian Hornets in Jersey
The Environment Department’ In Jersey has sent out letters and fact
sheets to help local people trimming hedges to distinguish Asian hornets
from local species and wasps. This followed a member of a Bowls Club
being stung while cutting a hedge. The victim had a bad reaction and
collapsed unconscious, but was expected to make a full recovery after
being taken to hospital.
Beekeepers are heading the Island’s Asian hornet task force, they were
alerted and pest controllers arrived to inject insecticide into the nest.
Asian hornets have bigger stings than wasps' and they can sting more
than once.
People who have
severe allergic
reactions to stings
are most at risk, as
are those who
receive multiple
stings after
disturbing nests.
Three people have
died in Spain this
summer from
multiple Asian
hornet stings sustained when they disturbed nests while cutting back
hedges or undergrowth.
The Jersey Beekeepers’ Association has formed a task force together
with Environment officers to track hornet movements. It is important to
destroy the nests at this time of year before they produce the multiple
queens which overwinter in quiet corners. The experience in Jersey
suggests that once the hornets arrive in force we will be fighting a losing
battle. So far this year 18 primary and secondary nests have been found
and destroyed on the island.

Mary Walter
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Honey harvesting meeting – You missed out
11th August 2018 at Stone House, Cradley, by kind permission of Kath
and Bob Cross.
Only three of us turned up, so we had a private tutorial from Bob Cross. You
do not know what you were missing, so I will tell you a little.
Bob took us through uncapping: the upward stroke of the knife (without
taking your fingers off), trimming comb from the edges first, dealing with the
uneven bits with a comb fork. Bob favours a straight edged blade over one
with a serrated edge. We each had a go and then loaded our frames into
the extractor.
Bob showed us how to balance the frames and then set them safely
spinning. Courtesy of his torch we were able to watch the honey being flung
out to the sides. Swiftly there was enough to drain through the honey gate,
through the coarse and medium filter and into buckets. We then took the
honey over to the settling tank and poured it through the fine filter. Bob
showed us how to measure exactly the right amount into each jar, (we each
had a go) and gave us tips on presentation.
We each went away with a jar of the honey we had extracted and jarred up.
If I had known that in advance I might have overfilled my jar a little more.

Bob has been doing this for a good long while and we were grateful to learn
how he does it and benefit from his coaching skills.
Thanks Bob
Roger Gill
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More on Hornets from our Regional Bee Inspector
Just as wasp numbers have built up and the blighters are starting to
be a nuisance, the Asian Hornet could be doing the same thing
somewhere on our island. If there is a nest anywhere in the UK,
numbers could now be at such a level where they could be noticed.
The 2 reports of AH which led to nest finds were both made in mid
September and most seasonal things have been early this summer.
There is lots of insect prey about, so they may not be in your apiary
all the time but next time you are at your bees, spend an extra 20
minutes or so just watching. You might just see something unwanted
flying in and out. Experience has shown they could turn up anywhere.
Who would have thought Tetbury...and then Woolacombe!
Asian Hornet week (10th - 16th Sept) will see a lot of publicity about
this invader. Do your bit to help keep it out of our country and be on
heightened alert.
If you are less than confident about being able to identify and tell it
apart from the European Hornet, then re-read the June edition of the
BBKA News (several good articles) and download the Asian Hornet
Watch app (ask a policeman how to do it, they are all seem to be of
the right generation). As well as having good pictures and id tips,
through the app you can make a report of any sighting and your
location is automatically saved.
To set the National Bee Unit contingency plan into action, we need
either a confirmed sighting - either a specimen or photo - so if you see
one, either knock it down and kill it, or knock one to the floor, get it a
jar and put in in fridge or freezer for 1/2 hr. It will then stay still enough
for a good photo!

Colin Pavey
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HBKA ELAN meeting – Happy New Year
7th August 2018 at Stone House, Cradley, by kind permission of Kath and Bob Cross.
It is said that the beekeeper’s year begins on the first of August. Supers full of honey will have been
taken off (Bob suggests anything the bees collect after that should be left for their own use – and
anyway if you leave the supers on too long the bees will start eating the honey therein)
With one key exception, Bob had taken all his supers off so the group that assembled, from the East
other LANs were given the task of going through the hives Bob had set up for us at the beginning of
the year, checking for stores, and adding varroa treatments where appropriate. We learned that if a
colony is short on stores in the brood box it is best to feed them first before giving them Apiguard.
The WBC from which Bob had taken off 91lb of honey during the season, was short on stores so up
for feeding first. Bob showed us a cunning simple modification to his clearer boards. He cut a hole in
the corner and then pinned some mesh over it. Thus when you put wet supers back on you for the
bees top clean up, you do not need to take the clearer board off, just open up the hole. Other hives
were doing well and we put on ekes and Apiguard. One had a colourful array of different pollens on
one frame, and we learned that if cells of pollen looked glazed over that indicated that they had been
there some while.
In one recently added hive we were able to see the effect of a DLQ (Drone Laying Queen). Just a
few raised dome drone spells scattered seemingly at random round one or two frames.
The real entertainment for the evening came with harvesting, or at least attempting to harvest, honey
from the Flow Hive. Rummaging round in the box resulted in finding the Flow Key and the Flow
Tubes. The latter we tried to fit onto the Flow Frames having removed the Flow Covers. Working out
how the Flow Key worked was more of a challenge. We tried it here, we tried it there, we tried turning
it gently, fearful of damaging the expensive kit. We got so desperate that at one point we even
checked the instructions, but to no avail. It was watching a demonstration video on YouTube on
someone’s ‘phone that finally explained the technique that had eluded us. After a series of twists and
turns (literally) we were rewarded with the sight of beautifully clear honey, albeit with a few bubbles,
running straight out of the hive and into a jar. Impressive, expensive, but a little slow.
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A modified clearer board.

With the evening beginning to show just the merest touch of chilliness (have you
noted how the nights are closing in now?..) we adjourned to the comfort of the
marquee for Kath’s spread of tea and cakes. Sue Garrett had brought along
some seeds of the Golden Rain Tree (Koelreuteria paniculata) a bee magnet, for
us to take away and geminate. A card and gift were presented to Fi, thanking her
for all her help as secretary and wishing her well in her new home in northern
Italy (she is taking her bees with her).
Obviously we think we are the best LAN. There is always good turnout, not least
because we have the opportunity to call on the expertise of people like Bob Cross
and Dave Sutton. However on one count we know ourselves to be supreme.
Surely no other LAN is provided with such wonderful cakes as the ones Maureen
beings to each of our meetings.
Roger Gill
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Seasonal Bee Inspectors
The regions covered by Seasonal Inspectors overlap our County boundaries, we
don't have just one inspector for Herefordshire.
Gordon Bull covers the Worcestershire/Herefordshire border.
Noel Parker covers some of the North Herefordshire area.
I have been covering the rest of Herefordshire on a short term basis and am now
able to announce that we have appointed a new seasonal inspector for the bulk
of Herefordshire. Jonathan Axe - an experienced beekeeper from the Forest of
Dean is now in his field training stage and will be fully up and running for next
season. I'll give his mobile and further info, once he is working independently.

If you need to know who your inspector is, go to the 'Contacts' page on the
Beebase website, there is a 'find my inspector' box; you put your postcode in and
out pops the name. Otherwise, you can always ring me.
Colin Pavey

Topical tip
My least favourite time of year: cleaning up time. It is a council of perfection but
time spent cleaning boxes and tidying super frames away is time well spent, so
that when the bees need frames in the Spring all you have to do is reach into the
store.
It has been a good year for moths, in
all their variety. Wax moths seem to
have been especially successful, I
have spotted several larvae on the
monitoring boards under the varroa
screens. Any frames which have held
brood or which contain pollen may
attract these insects, so it is worth
going through your frames and melting
down anything which is not clean and
perfectly drawn.
Mary Walter

A wax moth larva
making itself at home
on the varroa floor.
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Wax Workshop August 4th
A wonderful afternoon was held at Ballingham village Hall, which was led by
the two Julie's (Julie Andrews and Julie Bevan) who proceeded to teach a wide
audience the artistry of wax moulding. The first item to be created was a
'candle' moulded article, following this was a demonstration on moulded wax
bowls - an amazing creation, which all participants eagerly engaged - there
were soon a dozen bowls being crafted, each one so different in design and
everyone having a unique bowl to the home. To end the session the two J's
trotted us through rolled candles, we made small party candles, graceful
enough to adorn anyone's cake!
Many thanks to everyone from the various LAN's for attending and to the two
Julie's for giving up their time to teach us all these skills.

Val Lilwall
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Bo b ’s Be e lin e s

By now you should be well on the way with your Varroa treatment and
start winter feeding. If you mix your own syrup, it is one part water and
two parts sugar, but remember the bees have to extract the water out
of the syrup before they can store it.
If you feed ambrosia invertbee the bees can store and seal the syrup
without any work. Feeding should be finished by the end of September
or the 2nd week of October.
Wasps and robbing bees can be a problem this time of year, so reduce
the entrance down to about 20mm.
Put your supers back on the hives so the bees can clean them up then
put the frames in the freezer for about 4 or 5 days,this will kill off any
wax moth eggs etc, then store them making sure they are moth proof.
That's all for now
Bob and Kath Cross

Bob’s medicine chest
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Sedum spectabile is a
good garden plant
flowering at this time of
year. It will attract a wide
range of bees and other
pollinators, as well as
being attractive in its own
right. Sedums prefer a
light well drained soil, but
will survive in clay.

If foul brood is suspected, contact our RBI, Colin Pavey email
colin.pavey@apha.gsi.gov.uk.
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Has anyone access to an Ifor Williams flat bed
trailer we could use to transport a small
container (4m x 2m) from Cradley to Woebley?
Please contact Mary if you can help.

Risk of starvation
Bee Inspectors across the UK are reporting that many
colonies look low on food reserves and are in need of
food, especially those colonies where honey has
been taken off and no replacement food been given
back. The sugar syrup should be made by using 1kg
of sugar to 650ml of warm water. Please monitor you
colonies throughout the autumn and feed as required
to ensure they do not end up starving. As a rule,
standard full size British National colonies will need
around 20-25 kg of stores to successfully overwinter.
For further information, please see the ‘Best Practice
Guidance No. 7 - Feeding Bees Sugar’ on the
beebase website.
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